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An International Colloquium on Union Renewal:
Assessing Innovations for Union Power in a Globalized Economy

November 18th, 19th and 20th 2004
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Call for papers and participation

Throughout the world, unions are under challenge.  Collective bargaining and many traditional forms of
union representation are beset by industrial, economic and political challenges which undermine their
power to improve the lives of their members in different national settings.  Yet workers - both unionized
and not - are seeking more, not less, participation and representation at work as they seek to have a greater
say and improved decency at work.  How are unions responding? Are they able to rebuild their power and
on what basis? Are they still relevant? Or, are they giving way to alternative forms of work regulation? How
do these responses vary from one national context to another?

In the face of these challenges, the labour movement is currently a vast laboratory for innovation and
experimentation. That is why, in collaboration with a range of union partners in Canada, the Interuniversity
Research Center on Globalization and Work (CRIMT - Université de Montréal / Université Laval / HEC
Montréal) is organizing an international colloquium on Union Renewal. This colloquium will be held at the
HEC Montréal, from November 18th to 20th 2004. We invite all interested researchers, labour and community
activists and other interested persons to submit proposals for research papers and presentation of
innovations in union structures, strategies and practices.

Proposals should report original empirical or theoretical research and may be written and presented in
English or French. Preference will be given to research that makes a substantive contribution to the
understanding of the dynamics of union renewal or revitalization, from a theoretical or an empirical
perspective or both, with a particular interest in comparative research. Papers may draw on different
disciplinary traditions. In particular, proposals are invited on one or more of the following themes:

• Understanding the dynamics of union renewal. What are the economic and political forces driving
the need and possibilities for union renewal? What is the meaning of union renewal or
revitalization and has this concept comparable meanings across different national contexts? What
is the evolution of union power and its sources?



• Building new organizational capabilities. How can unions reorganize in order to respond to the
changing faces of their members? What are the internal innovations in terms of servicing,
organizing, the use of technology, mergers and other forms of restructuring? How do these effect
union capacities? What are the changing local configurations for union representation? (e.g. small
firms, young workers, the Maquiladoras, childcare unions, immigrant workers ..)

• Building new agenda. Are union projects and objectives appealing for new generations of workers?
What is comparative meaning and forms of social and community unionism? Are new projects
emerging from new groups of workers? What are the emerging blends between individual and
collective identities, and between industry and professional identities? Are there forms of non-
union interest representation that play an equivalent role to unions or give expression to worker
aspirations?

• Building networks.  How do unions develop links inside and outside the union organisation? What
are the most significant and instructive experiences regarding community alliances and international
alliances between unions? What is the scope for enlarging the role of civil society coalitions? What
are the responses to regional economic integration at national, sectoral and local levels?

• Building  democracy. Can unions build high membership commitment towards their objectives?
What is the social basis on which unions organize (e.g. people of colour, men and women, new
professions and professional identities) and how is it changing?  Are there changes in the meaning
and practice of democracy in unions?

• Building new partnerships with employers & the State. What is the union role in workplace
restructuring? Are there examples of new types of projects, new types of partners and new areas
of investment of resources by unions?

• Building an innovation culture. Where do innovations come from? What are the drivers and
impediments to change in union organizations? Does learning take place about union organizations
and how is knowledge transmitted about new practices.

All submissions will be subject to a competitive review by the Scientific Committee. The deadline for the
submission of research proposals is September 15th 2004. Proposals should be 2-3 pages in length and
should outline the nature of the study, the methodological approach and the principal lines of argument
to be developed. Authors will be notified before the end of September 2004 and will be expected to
submit a first draft of the full version of their paper by November 5th 2004. The best papers, subject to peer
review, will be considered for one of a number of special thematic issues of academic and union journals
that are partnering this colloquium. Authors will have a further six weeks after the colloquium to submit
the final version of their paper for external evaluation. Young scholars and doctoral students are especially
encouraged to make proposals.

For further information, please link to www.crimt.org/renewal.html or contact Larry Haiven <
larry.haiven@SMU.CA>, Christian Lévesque <christian.levesque@hec.ca>, Gregor Murray
<gregor.murray@umontreal.ca>  or Nicolas Roby <nicolas.roby@ umontreal.ca>.

Please submit proposals to: INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUIUM ON UNION RENEWAL

Postal Address: Judith Paquet, CRIMT
Département des relations industrielles
Pavillon J.-A.-DeSève, Université Laval
Québec, Qc, Canada GIK7P4

Fax!: (418) 656-7688

E-mail: crimt@rlt.ulaval.ca

Main Web site: www.crimt.org


